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ABSTRACT
Contemporary Web consists of more than just information,
it provides a large number of services, which often require
identification of it’s users. Since distributed or shared iden-
tification systems are not yet widely adopted many users
have to maintain a large number of different credentials for
different services. Furhermore current authorisation sys-
tems require strict centralisation of the authorisation pro-
cedure. Although the feature of enabling user’s friends or
good friends of a friends to access user resources would be
benefical for services and business on the Web, it is not usu-
ally offered by existing systems. In this article we present
D-FOAF, a distributed identity management system that
utilizes social networks. We show how information inher-
ent in social networks can be utilised to provide community
driven access rights delegation and distributed authorisa-
tion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of Internet services introduced many

problems like no single identity for Internet users or no scala-
bility in trust and access rights management. Some of those
problems have been addressed in many ongoing projects.

The main difference between internet and real world ser-
vices are authorisation procedures. In the real world each
person has a single identity expresses with credentials like
an ID card, a passport or a driving licence. This allows real
world service providers to easily confirm the authentity of
the presented credentials. In the Internet, each user has to
deal with a number of identities with different credentials
like login-password pairs. Since there is no notion of single
identity, service providers are usually inclined to introduce
new credentials for each user. As a result the trust to each
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user is build within each service separately.
Approaches like Microsoft Passport [2], Sxip [7] or Liberty

Alliance Project [3] are aiming to provides a solution to the
single-sign-on problem. Due to various problems. none of
those projects has been widely addopted by service providers
so far. So they are useless for the majority of Internet users
with the ever growing number of service.

Most of online services are usually based on very sim-
ple user profile management implementations that do not
address problems stated above. Access rights are based on
predefined, fixed lists of groups and neither allow finer gran-
ularity nor trust delegation.

The notion of social networking emerged in the Internet
with online community portals like Orkut [10] that allow
users to control access to the information based on the struc-
ture of the social network. Each user can restrict access to
some parts of his/her profile information delegating trust
within given number of degrees of separation.

Some of problems encountered in Microsoft Passport [2]
were overcome by Sxip [7], which enable users to gain more
control over their profile information stored on one of home
servers. Next version of Sxip 2.0 will provide increased a-
nonymity for users with the Identity 2.0 [1], a protocol for
exchange of digital identity information. The general idea
is to provide users with more control over what others know
about them. Furthermore, it will be possible to adjust se-
curity needs to the specific site.

In this short article we introduce the main requirements
of the Identity 2.0 protocol (see 2). We present how some
of them, including support for mobile computing paradigm,
have been implemented in D-FOAF (see 3). Finally we de-
scribe an overview of the demo we would like to present at
ESWC2006 (see 4).

2. TOWARDS IDENTITY 2.0
Nowadays we have as many identities as services we use.

Usually, we can hardly transfer the digital identity from one
website to another. Thereofre the trust we gain in one com-
munity is useless in another because it does not affect our
reputation there. Thus we are forced to repeat the whole
process of gathering trust again and again.

Since the contemporary systems does not allow users to
decide which information is available for the other portal
users, it causes the lack of privacy control over the user
profile.

These problems should be resolved by means of an ad-
vanced social network system that would model the social
interaction close enough to a real world ones. In addition,



the solution must be easy to use and enable users to share
the credentials among many services. Although the strong
security support to protect identities of the users must be
provided, all of these features should be transparent from
the end-user perspective.

The main objective of Identity 2.0 protocol is to provide
users with full control over their virtual identities. It seems
to be a suitable solution for the described problem. The
presented below the FOAFRealm(see section 3) system aims
to meet the requirements of the Identity 2.0 and extend
them.

3. DISTRIBUTED FOAFREALM
The FOAFRealm [9] is a library for user identity man-

agement based on the FOAF vocabulary [4]. FOAFRealm
enables users to control their profile information defined in
the open FOAF metadata. To provide enhanced resource
rights management FOAFRealm extends generic FOAF de-
scription by friendship evaluation based on reification of
<foaf:knows> RDF statements.

Generic FOAFRealm consist of three general parts:

• FOAF metadata and collaborative filtering ontology
management. It wraps the actual RDF storage being
used from the upper layers providing simple access
to the semantic information. The Dijkstra algorithm
for calculating distance and friendship quantisation is
implemented in that layer.

• Implementation of the org.apache.catalina.{Realm,
Valve} interfaces to easily plug-in the FOAFRealm in
to Tomcat-based web applications. It provides authen-
tication features including autologin based on Cook-
ies.

• A set of Java classes, Tagfiles and JSP files plus list
of guidelines that can be used while developing user
interface in own web applications

D-FOAF (Distributed FOAFRealm) [6] project aims to
make the FOAFRealm work in fully distributed environ-
ment. A new distributed communication layer introduced
in D-FOAF provides access to highly scalable HyperCuP
Lightweight Implementation [11, 8] of P2P infrastructure to
communicate and share the information with other FOAF-
Realm implementations.

The most important D-FOAF features are:

• Distributed user authentication - realization of Single-
sign-on conception.

• Distributed user identity merging - ability to merge
distributed user identity on demand.

• Computing distance and trust levels between users in
distributed environment.

• Security of distributed computing - creating suitable
identity protection.

Next step in FOAFRealm/D-FOAF development is DigiMe,
a ubiquitous indentity management compliant with Identity
2.0 assumptions. We made first steps towards DigiMe, by
building ubiquitous search and browsing application [5]. It
was developed on J2ME platform, and provides simple ac-
cess to FOAFRealm/D-FOAF identity for mobile devices.

FOAFRealm/D-FOAF system has been successfully de-
ployed with JeromeDL - semantic digital library. In addition
to unique distributed identity management FOAFRealm al-

lows JeromeDL to integrate user and author list in semantic
query expansion algorithm.

4. PRESENTATION PLAN
During the demo session we will present how distributed

identity management based on social networking works in
existing systems and how it can be easily deployed in new
services. The demonstration will consist of:

1. Generic FOAFRealm in JeromeDL: registering new
user, logging into library, adding friends.

2. D-FOAF’s distributed authentication: logging into dif-
ferent JeromeDL instances using existing set of creden-
tials.

3. D-FOAF’s user identity merging: gathering distributed
user identity in JeromeDL.

4. D-FOAF’s distance and quantisation level computing:
accessing the protected resource using the friedship in-
formations saved in different JeromeDL instance.

5. DigiMe mobile application: managing identity infor-
mation, friends list and bookmarks using mobile de-
vice.
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